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JuCad News 2018 
 
Quality, Diversity & Innovations 
 
Good news first: golfing is “in”! Golf is increasingly becoming a lifestyle and lifetime sport and 
both children’s classes and golf tourism are booming like never before. Better still: quality 
equipment prevails. Take JuCad as an example: the founder of luxury high-end trolleys 
„Made in Germany“ and largest German supplier of golf bags and accessories has fulfilled 
golfer’s dreams at the first international trade fairs in 2018 in Germany, Switzerland and at 
the world’s largest golf show in Orlando (USA).  
 
Amongst a variety of new bags and attractive, useful golf accessories, the highlight of the 
JuCad booth was the world premiere of the latest generation electric trolleys: high tech 
model „JuCad Ghost Titan“ with its detail innovations such as the new T-handle with 
umbrella fixing system and optimised tilt adjustment, practical butterfly handle for height 
adjustment of the handlebar, sensational two-spoke wheel rims, revolutionary magnetic plugs 
for an even smaller and lighter powerpack (up to 45 hole!) including energy recuperation 
system, an electronic downhill and parking brake and ultra-quiet brushless motors. 
 
Sensation even before the premiere: the „JuCad Ghost Titan“ has been awarded the coveted 
German Design Award and iF Design Award 2018! 
 
JuCad Phantom Titan eX, the luxury class, high-end premium model, remains part of our 
extensive product range just like the JuCad carbon models “Travel“, “Drive“, “Phantom“ and 
“Classic“. Extremely compact and flat packing size is common to all (from 65x35x15 cm!). 
 
Unique: All JuCad trolley frames – naturally, those of our manual trolleys without battery or 
motor, too – are made of quality materials such as titanium, carbon or stainless steel and 
come with a 5-year warranty! JuCad trusts the quality of its products and will show you 
during a factory tour at its main facility in Limburg, how a JuCad emerges after more than a 
thousand production steps – true to the motto: if the label says „Made in Germany“, that’s 
what is inside! For JuCad, it’s all about function in combination with timeless elegance and a 
large selection. Happiness is free of charge... 
 
P.S. JuCad will participate in many more international trade shows in 2018. 
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